
GENESIS

e four graphics that I have 
created each have their own 
theme,  trying to communicate 

some messages.  

FloralAnimalier
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In this animalier graphic, inspired by the fabric made 
available, we see a depiction of a female trait portrayed 
with a non-human but feline skin with the inscription 
below "Resilience". I chose this word because it has a 
profound meaning that is able to face a problem or 
complex situations overcoming them with courage and 
determination. In this case we have the woman who, 
ofoften in contrast with the prejudices of a social class 
not yet completely balanced victim perhaps of an an-
cient machismo, seeks social freedom with force as a 
feline.  cilisis. 

is oral graphic is inspired by the texture of the 
fabric made available in the pantry, representing the 
shape of two guns with the inscription "Flower Power" 
at the top. is solution represents the “Hippie” theme 
in which the owers were the protagonists of this his-
torical movement, ghting against all forms of war and 
discrimination, focusing on love and nature. Today this 
expexpression has not been forgotten and should still have 
to reect on how the wars of any kind before being 
solved with weapons should drop in the eld the love 
and common sense.isis. 

In this graphic I represented an old circus poster 
with typical Italian costume masks, each assigned for 
each day of the week. Here I tried to represent how 
each of us, every day or in certain contexts behaves in 
different ways as if inside of us had a sort of mask 
making us in a certain sense actors of ourselves.
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In this personal graphic I represented a rose with 
words that describe the symbolic meaning of this 
iconic ower, starting from the thorns and leaves up 
to the bud,  transmitting  the message that even a 
simple thing actually can have many meanings.
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